BK 2: Half Day Floating & Risky Market
(Damnern Saduak)

Destination Bangkok

Duration Half Day 5 Hours

Tour Description
Maeklong Market is a unique, 'must-see attraction' that should be on every visitor's itinerary. It is called 'Risky Market' because there is a train track that runs directly through the
middle of the market. Literally within seconds of the train passing through the market
vendors have to pull their goods, and themselves, out of the way. The precision timings
and movements of everyone involved are fascinating to witness. Amphawa Weekend
Evening Floating Markets is equally unique and special and well worth a visit! then
continue to Damnoen Saduak canal was constructed to connect the Mae Klong and
Tha Chin rivers, a very pleasant scene to see and remember, take a rowing boat in the
canal and experience the local style shopping, you can ﬁnd delicious Thai food, wide
variety of tropical fruits and vegetable and many colorful home-made products.

Schedule & Trip
06.00 - 7.30 Pick up time depends on hotel area.
Depart from Samutsongkram province.
Arrive the Risky market, a must see attraction in thailand. you will see a train pushing
through a busy market and watch as the shopkeeper pull their table of vegetable
and meat out of the way. it is a unique and exotic experience.
Arrive at a jetty pier to take a long-tailed boat ride for about 30 minutes to Damnoen
Saduak Floating Market and pass through green plantation and Thai houses on both
sides of the river and canals.
12:00 Depart to Bangkok
14:00 Arrive in Bangkok and transfer you and other tour participants at diﬀerent hotels.

Thailand Office :
19/60 Sixnature Village watcharapol Soi 2 The-Rang,
Bangkhen Bangkok 10230
Office: +66 2 347061
Mob: +66 819-33-9820

Egypt Office:
1-block 1172 Sheraton, Heliopolis 11361, Cairo
Office: +20 22687730 Mob.: +20 1201827922
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